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ALLIANCE FOR CHANGE CONVENOR INVITED TO WASHINGTON DC

One of the most serious symptoms that compel the diagnosis that our democracy is broken and

needs to be mended, is the growth of the industry, at home and abroad, of the abuse of civilians'

human rights, by those armed with neuro-electromagnetic weapons.  Dr Caroline Lucas MEP

wrote in 2004 about this badly under-publicised issue, as follows:

Electro-Magnetic  (EM)  weapons  are  one  of  the  newest  and  most  serious  military

developments  in  the  world  today.   Enormous  secrecy  surrounds  their  development  …

Unless  this  development  is  stopped, we are entering an Orwellian '1984'  type scenario,

which could potentially permanently transfer enormous power to those in control of the

technology. … We regard the unsuccessful attempts in the 70s … to have these weapons

controlled by a UN Convention as having been a major missed opportunity, which has now

led to a new arms race in this field.  We have sought to renew the attempt … to outlaw

these weapons and the research that leads to them,  primarily  that concerning external

manipulation of the human central nervous system.

This is an issue which has concerned John Allman, founder and convenor of The Alliance For

Change, for many years now.

The issue is covered in  European Parliament Resolution A4-0005/99,  Paragraph 27.  The

European Parliament wanted such weapons to be  banned, six years ago.  Nowadays,  so does

John Allman.  So should everybody.  However, the present British government is on record (in

writing)  that  it  doesn't  want such  weapons  to  be  banned,  or  even  for  them  to  be  publicly

discussed.

Please see: http://www.sysos.co.uk/BritGovCorresp.htm.

One example  of  a  neuro-electromagnetic  weapon is  documented  in  the  US Army's  Military

Thesaurus, at:

http://call.army.mil/products/thesaur_e/00016275.asp.

There are more varieties of such weapons than just this one chilling example.

On Friday 7 October 2005, in Washington DC, there will be a private meeting with certain

US Senators, to which Mr Allman is an invited guest.  The following day, a public rally is

planned at the Vietnam Memorial, on the Saturday, which several speakers will address,

including (God willing) Mr Allman himself and, it it hoped, one or more Senators and/or

Congressmen.

For further information, please visit http://www.sysos.co.uk/washington.htm.


